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Grade 6 – A Perfect Season !!
By Jim Loiselle – LYFS Secretary & EndZone Publisher & Editor – jim.loiselle@lyfs.org

th

The Grade 6 team rolls over the Nashua Elks to end the regular season in first place in the 6 grade division with a
perfect 8 and 0 record. Perfection is not new to this group of players. The core group of kids that have played
together since grade 3 football 5 years ago have been Super Bowl Champions, regular season champions, state
rd
champions, and New England regional semi-finalists. They now make their 3 straight appearance in the state
championship series. They are seeded #1 and will play this Sunday against the #6 seed Salem (who defeated
Derry 32 to 6 in the quarter finals) in the state semi-finals in Laconia at 1:00 pm. The # 2 seed Pelham plays the #4
seed Hudson (who defeated Windham 29 to 12 in the quarter finals) Sunday at Stellos Stadium in Nashua at 1:00
pm.
The Wildcats started steady and consistent. Jackson Cox, on a TD run that looked exactly like the winning TD run
over Windham, scored after a 13 yard run. Number 15 Jackson Cox rushed out the whole created by #87 Nolan
Lincoln. #8 Tyler Kayo, #78 Cooper Barlett and #85 Myles Chmielorz look on.
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Jake McEachern would score on a 59 yard TD run
near the end of the second half. Jake gained over
100 yards through 3 quarters of play – and it took
gang-tackles (left) to bring him down.
We congratulate Devin Rheaume and the special
teams group. Devin was able to complete 3 of 3
attempts for extra points after TD. Remember,
youth football awards 2 points for a kick after TD.
rd

Londonderry quickly put the game away in the 3
quarter. Tyler Kayo, on two bruising TD runs of 29
and 17 yards, would put Londonderry ahead 30 to 0
and the win as the AYF lopsided-score rule finished
the game as a scrimmage.
st

Below – Devin and the special teams group gets the 1 of a 3 extra point kick…..ball middle of blue sky on its way!

Wildcats at Monarchs – RE-SCHEDULED
By Marie Moore – LYFS Fundraising Director – marie.moore@lyfs.org
Due to scheduling conflicts with the cheerleading events and preparation for football
games – the Wildcat night at the Monarchs has been rescheduled.
th

NEW Game Date – Saturday November 16
Game Time – 7:00 pm
Tickets – Adult $20 – Youth $15 - Wildcats in BLUE GAME GEAR – FREE !
We will have a web-link to purchase tickets in the next week.
th

GOOD NEWS – Saturday November 16 is also MULLET NIGHT !!!
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Grade 3 – D8 White Roll Over Nashua
By Jim Loiselle – LYFS Secretary & EndZone Publisher & Editor – jim.loiselle@lyfs.org
Behind the running of #37 Brandon Robbins, #40 Nathan Pedrick and #89 Nathan Palmer the Wildcats pulled about
for a 13 to 0 lead midway through the first quarter. Adding to the nearly 300 Wildcat yards gained on the day, #42
nd
Andrew Kullman would score on a 24 yard in the 2 quarter (Dylan Wrisley EP) that was set up by a Pedrick 25
yard run.
Like a “wall”…….the offensive line prepares to “push them back……way back”………

With 2 seconds left in the half, Andrew Kullman’s 16 yard score
was set up by a Pedrick 40 yard scamper. Left - #40 Nathan
Pedrick in full stride.
rd

Londonderry was ahead 26 to 0 at the half. Nashua’s 3 grade
team had no answer for the trio of Wildcat backs. #89 Nathan
nd
Palmer would score early in the 2 half as the lopsided score
rule took over with the easy Londonderry victory.

The Grade 3 team ended the regular season with 7
victories and 1 loss. They will play in the Super
Bowl tournament next weekend.
Right - #54 Nicholas D’Alessandro breaks through
the block to get the tackle.
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Grade 4 – Defense & Offense Struggles in Loss
By Jim Loiselle – LYFS Secretary & EndZone Publisher & Editor – jim.loiselle@lyfs.org
Londonderry’s Grade 4 team struggles against the running game of Nashua as the Elks gain over 400 yards
against the Cats. Londonderry would fumble its first two possessions away. Taking advantage of the Londonderry
st
fumbles and 4 penalties, Nashua would pull ahead 13 to 0 at the end of the 1 quarter.
nd

After, #42 Evan Iannazzo would recover a Nashua fumble mid-way through the 2 quarter Londonderry missed a
scoring opportunity when a long TD run was called back by a holding penalty. Not giving up, the Cats put
themselves into position with #83 Matthew Perrons 27 yard run to the Nashua 7. Londonderry would get stopped
on 4 plays on the one-foot line as Nashua took over with under 2 minutes to play. Nashua would score on a 99
yard TD run to take the 19 to 0 lead at the half.
#60 Tyler Moore was a tackling machine recording 10 solo tackles. Nathan Duddy would get a fumble recovery to
go along with his 3 solo tackles. Jackson Romanek and Mark Schofield would each have 5 solo tackles in the
defeat.
rd

Nashua would score again in 3 quarter. After Nathan Duddy’s fumble recovery on the 2 yard line, #76 Brian
Barbaro would get the loan Londonderry score. Nashua cruises to the 25 to 6 victory over Londonderry.

Grade 5 – Elks Down Cats
By Jim Loiselle – LYFS Secretary & EndZone Publisher & Editor – jim.loiselle@lyfs.org
Londonderry’s failure to cover an on-side kick off by Nashua to start the game resulted in a quick score and a
Nashua 6 to 0 lead after 2 plays. The Wildcat and Nashau teams would play even for the next 15 minutes of
football with each defensive unit finding the way to make the big stops. Nashua would slowly win the battle of field
nd
position scoring mid-way through the 2 quarter to pull ahead 13 to 0.
Lucas Seaman and Lance Martineau would each record 7 solo tackles. Jack Sprague and Dylan McEachern would
each get a fumble recovery and Nicholas Asadoorian would record a QB sack to round out the defensive efforts.
Londonderry, on their next possession, would pull close to Nashua behind a 4 yard TD run of #52 Jared Mas that
was set up by a 41 yard run by #55 Will Reyes. With Milton Duran’s EP run the Cats would pull close 7 to 13 with
under a minute in the half. Special team play proved problematic again as Nashua quickly returned the kick-off 66
yards to pull ahead 20 to 7 at the half.
rd

After a long drive that started late in the 3 quarter, Nashua would pull ahead 26 to 7 with 5 minutes in the game.
“One man practicing sportsmanship is far better than a hundred teaching it.”
Football great Knute Rockne
Londonderry’s Will Reyes would score again after a long Wildcat drive to make the score 26 to 14 with under a
minute to play.
If you were a head coach of a football team with a 12 point lead and under a minute to play what would you do?
Take the “knee” and allow the clock to wind down……..or go for a meaningless 60 yard TD pass and another score.
If you chose the TD pass you voted the same as the Grade 5 Nashua Head Coach. Further demonstrating the
spirit of sportsmanship instead of taking the “knee” after the TD pass…….the Nashua coaching staff would go for
the EP attempt for the final 34 to 14 victory.
Congratulations to the Londonderry Wildcat Grade 5 team for a wonderful season.
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Cheerleaders SHINE at Pep Rally !!
By Jim Loiselle – LYFS Secretary & EndZone Publisher & Editor – jim.loiselle@lyfs.org
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